ABSTRACT This paper develops an adaptive radical basis function neural-network (NN)-based controller design strategy that uses integral Lyapunov functions for a class of non-strict-feedback nonlinear systems subject to perturbations. The design difficulty caused by the non-strict-feedback system structure is handled by using the inherent property of the square of neural network's base vector. The design procedure of the adaptive NN tracking controller is presented by using backstepping technique, which can update the adaptive laws at any time and solve the design problem derived from the correlation degree of the controlled plant. The uniform ultimate boundedness and good tracking performance of the derived closed-loop system are ensured with the design controller. Finally, a comparative simulation example is carried out to prove the effectiveness of the proposed control method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Almost all practical systems in real life are essentially nonlinear [1] - [12] . Although the relatively completed theoretical framework of the analysis and design of linear systems has been formed, the one of the complex nonlinear dynamical systems has not been established. Fortunately, the backstepping design technique has been proposed in [13] , and it has also been considered as a highly effective design tool for nonlinear systems with strict feedback structure [14] - [18] . By flexibly applying the backstepping design technique, a lot of meaningful research results have been acquared for different types of strict feedback nonlinear systems [19] - [22] . For example, [23] has considered the decentralized adaptive output-feedback regulation problem for a class of nonlinear interconnected stochastic systems with unknown interacted nonlinearities. By employing the parameter separation lemma, [24] has studied the issue of adaptive state-feedbackbased controller design for a type of high-order nonlinear stochastic systems with unknown nonlinear parameters. It's worth pointing out that compared to other types of Lyapunov functions, the advantage of the integral Lyapunov functions is that the number of the online adaptive parameters is not more than the order of the considered system. Furthermore, the possible controller singularity problem can be eliminated by using the integral Lyapunov functions.
When unknown parameters exist in strict-feedback nonlinear systems, adaptive backstepping design technique is accordingly proposed by designing appropriate adaptive laws. Although many significant results have been reported by using classic adaptive backstepping design technique [25] , [26] , the majority of them just can deal with constant unknown parameters. In order to handle the unknown system nonlinearties that neither appear in a known structure nor meet the matching conditions, RBF NNs and fuzzy logic systems are used to deal with the above unknown dynamics model by their online learning abilities [27] - [41] .The reason of widely using the RBF NNs in the controller design procedure of nonlinear strict-feedback systems with totally unknown nonlinearties is that, there exist several important advantages of RBF NNs such as a simple structure, fast learning algorithm and better approximation capabilities [42] - [45] . There has been considerable research regarding the use of RBF NNs for the adaptive controller issue of strict-feedback nonlinear systems. However, there was little work focused on the adaptive tracking control problem of non-strict-feedback nonlinear systems by employing RBF NNs' essential properties.
Different from the above-mentioned design methods, in this paper, the adaptive RBF neural-network-based controller design strategy is proposed for a class of perturbed non-strict-feedback nonlinear systems via integral Lyapunov functions. In the developed design strategy, the non-strictfeedback system structure is dealt with by using the inherent property of RBF NNs and the possible controller singularity problem is eliminated by using the employed integral Lyapunov functions. The proposed controller design method has the following main contributions: 1) The unknown dynamics of the considered systems are approximated by the RBF neural networks. This presented approximation-based design algorithm contributes to reducing the tracking error of the closed-loop system. 2) The design difficulty caused by the non-strict-feedback system structure is handled by using the inherent property of the square of neural network's base vector.
3) The stability of all closed-loop systems in this paper can be ensured by Lyapunov theory and the effectiveness of the proposed control method is proved. In addition, the possible controller singularity problem can be removed by employing the integral Lyapunov functions.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND USEFUL LEMMAS
This work studies a class of SISO nonlinear dynamic model described by the following form
T ∈ R n is the state vector, u ∈ R and y ∈ R denotes the control input and output of the system, respectively. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, f i (.) and g i (.) denote the unknown smooth nonlinear system functions with f i (0) = 0, and d i (.) are the external perturbations.
The aim of this work is to construct an adaptive neural tracking controller for the considered non-strict-feedback nonlinear system (1) such that the error between the output signal y and the reference signal y d converges to a small neighborhood of the origin, while all the variables of the obtained closed-loop system are bounded.
It is well-known that the RBF NNs can be used as a tool for the approximation of unknown nonlinear functions with any precision. In this paper, we will use them to model the unknown nonlinearities, in order to proceed the design process. The RBF NN is denoted as follows:
where W = [w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w l ] ∈ R l with l > 1 is the weight vector, and
T is the basis function vector with Z ∈ z ⊂ R q being the input vector, and s i (Z ) is the Gaussian function chosen in the following form
where u i = u i1 , · · · , u iq T for i = 1, · · · , l is the center of the receptive filed and η is the width of the Gaussian function. To develop our results, the following lemmas are used. Lemma 1 [41] : Define a (t) and b (t) be continuous functions, and ϕ (x) > 0 with x ∈ R n . a m and a M are two positive constants such that a m ≤ ϕ (x) ≤ a M . Define an integral function P (t) = a(t) 0 sϕ (x n−1 , s + b (t))ds, then the function P (t) has the following conditions:
Lemma 2 [30] : For ∀ε > 0, the RBF NN (2) with sufficiently large node number l can model any continuous function f (Z ) over a compact set Z ⊂ R q , such that
with W * being the ideal constant weight vector and defined as
where δ(Z ) represents the approximation error with |δ(Z )| < ε. Lemma 3 [30] : Define the basis function vector of a RBF NN asx q = x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x q T . Then, for any positive integer k ≤ q, we can obtain the following inequality
Furthermore, we need the following assumptions throughout the paper.
Assumption 1:
Assumption 2: For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the sign of g i (x i ) is known, and there are unknown constants b mi and b Mi so that
Assumption 3: The desired signal y d together with its ith time derivative y (i) d for i = 1, 2, . . . , n are assumed to be available and bounded. Furthermore, we define
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN PROCEDURE AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, backstepping-based design procedure contains n steps. We will design a virtual control functionα i in each step by using an appropriate Lyapunov function V i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n. In the next, the backstepping-based design scheme for system (1) will be introduced.
Step 1: Defining the tracking error signal e 1 = x 1 − y d , then we can get its time derivative as followṡ
Let
and select Lyapunov function candidate V 1 as
where γ 1 is the positive design parameter,λ 1 = λ 1 −λ 1 , λ 1 denotes an unknown constant which will be estimated in the later, andλ 1 denotes the estimate of λ 1 . By applying Lemma 1, then the time derivative of V 1 iṡ
From Assumption 2, we obtain the following inequality
Substituting (12) into (11), the time derivative of V 1 can be rewritten aṡ
Now, α 1 (z 1 ) can be designed as
where (14) into (13), we havė
Unfortunately, the unknown nonlinear function α 1 (z 1 ) is not available in practice due to the existence of unknown nonlinearities f 1 (x) , g 1 (x 1 ) , h 1 (x 1 ) and the inclusion of the whole state x. Therefore, in this case we propose a neural networks φ T 1 ξ 1 (z 1 ) to model α 1 (z 1 ) such that the estimation errors can be made arbitrarily small. From Lemma 3, we have
with |τ 1 (z 1 )| ≤ ε 1 . By employing Young' inequality and Lemma 3, we can obtain
with
Then substituting (17) into (15), we havė
Therefore, we choose the virtual controlα 1 aŝ
Noting that λ 1 =λ 1 +λ 1 , and according to (19) , we havė
Step 2: By defining the variable e 2 = x 2 −α 1 , it can be obtained thaṫ
The time derivative ofα 1 is calculated aṡ
where
2 (x 2 ) and the following Lyapunov function candidate can be chosen
Applying Lemma 1, we geṫ
Similarly, we can obtain 
where m 21 = 
. By adding and subtracting α 2 (z 2 ) in (28), we havė
However, α 2 (z 2 ) is also not available in practice. To address this problem, we take a RBF NN φ T 2 ξ 2 (z 2 ) to approximate α 2 (z 2 ). From Lemma 3, we have
with ε 2 > 0 and |τ 2 (z 2 )| ≤ ε 2 . Similar to (17), we get 
⊂ R 6 . Then, substituting (32) into (30), we havė
where ρ 2 is a design parameter. Further, chooseα 2 aŝ
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By adding and subtractingα 2 in (33), we can obtaiṅ
Then, consider (20) and define e 3 = x 3 −α 2 , we can get the following inequalitẏ
Step k: For each step k (3 ≤ k ≤ n − 1), the kth subsystem in system (1) is considered, i.e.,
, and the Lyapunov function candidate can be chosen as follows
withλ k = λ k −λ k , λ k being an unknown constant and γ k being a positive design parameter. Then, by defining the available virtual controlsα k aŝ
Thus, the following inequality can be ensureḋ
Step n: By defining the variable e n = x n −α n−1 , we can obtainė
Similar to (22) in Step 2, we geṫ
n (x), and choose a Lyapunov function candidate as follows:
and according to (41) , the time derivative of V n can be expressed aṡ
Similarly, we know that
with m ni = ∂α n−1 /∂x i 1 0 ϕ n x n−1 , θe n +α n−1 dθ and m n,n+i−1 = e n 1 0 θ ∂ϕ n x n−1 , θe n +α n−1 /∂x i dθ . Considering (44)-(46), thenV n can be rewritten aṡ
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Similarly, choose
withz n = x,λ n−1 , y dn T ∈ z n ⊂ R 3n . Using (48), we geṫ
In the same way, we use a RBF NN φ T n ξ n (z n ) to approximate α n (z n ) such that the estimation error can be made arbitrarily small, that is
with |τ n (z n )| ≤ ε n and ∀ε n > 0. Then applying (50), we can obtain the following inequality
with λ n = φ n 2 ,λ n = λ n −λ n andX n =z n .
Therefore, substituting (51) into (49), we havė
Then, the true control law u is designed as follows
with ρ n being a design parameter. Using (53),V n can be changed intȯ
Consequently, considering (39) with k = n − 1, we geṫ
Based on the above design procedure, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Take the system (1) into account under Assumptions 1-3. Under bounded initial conditions, the developed adaptive NN tracking control law (53) with the following adaptive lawṡ
insures that all the variables within the resulting closed-loop system are uniformly ultimately bounded, and the output tracking error satisfies lim t→∞ |e 1 (t)| ≤ ε, ∀ε > 0, by suitably adjusting the corresponding design parameters. In addition, the vectorX = [X T 1 ,X T 2 , . . . ,X T n ] T remains in a compact set X = X 1 ∪ X 2 , . . . , X n , which is defined by
with B > 0 is a constant, and the parameters B, b M will be given later.
Proof: Define V = V n , we can obtain from (55) and (56) thaṫ
Applying the above inequality into (58), we geṫ 
Then, using inequality (61), we geṫ
From (62), we obtain
Thus, it can be concluded that all the signals of the resulting closed-loop system are uniformly ultimately bounded.
In view of the definition of V , and applying Lemma 1, we get
Furthermore, for each i, according to Lemma 1, it is easy to have From (62), we can obtain
It can be checked that m i , k i , a ij , ρ i and γ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are design parameters, b Mi , ε i and λ i are constants. Therefore, for ∀ε > 0, the design parameters can be appropriately tuned such that the output tracking error e 1 = y − y d satisfies lim t→∞ |e 1 | ≤ ε for all t ≥ t 0 +T , where T is a positive constant.
IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
Example 1: To show the effectiveness of the obtained design scheme, we consider the following two-order nonlinear non-strict feedback system:
First, it is easy to verify Assumptions 1 and 2 can be satisfied in system (67). Then, the reference signal in this example is chosen as y d = sin(t). Theorem 1 is applied to construct the direct adaptive controller for system (67), and thus the virtual controlsα 1 andα 2 the true control controller u and the adaptive lawsλ i , i = 1, 2, are chosen as follows: where
In the simulation, the design parameters are selected, respectively, as follows: ρ 1 = ρ 2 = 0.065, γ 1 = γ 2 = 1, and k 1 = k 2 = 0.01. Further, the initial conditions is chosen as
T . Finally, the simulation results are given in Figs. 1-4 , respectively. It can be inferred based on Figs. 1-4 that under the proposed design scheme, the boundedness of closed-loop systems (67) and the desired tracking performance are insured.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the adaptive RBF neural-network-based tracking controller design strategy has been proposed for the studied non-strict-feedback nonlinear systems with external perturbations. The backstepping technique, RBF NNS, and integral Lyapunov functions are employed to construct the desired controller. The stability of the resulting closed-loop system has been proved by using Lyapunov theory. From the numerical simulation results, it can be obtained that the proposed controller design method is effective and practical for dealing with the controlled nonlinear systems with the non-strict-feedback structure. In future, we will focus on the controller design problem of multi-input multi-output nonlinear non-strict-feedback systems, and the performance optimization problem of nonlinear non-strict-feedback systems. 
